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A. 20-116 Recommendation of Noticing for Application Requests

Paul Michaud, Planning Manager, provided background on the item. He 

reviewed the new mailing radius recommendations for legislative applications, 

administrative applications, and the reasons behind each of those 

recommendations. He asked what size mailing radius the Commission would 

recommend for non-administrative Special Use Permit (SUP) land 

modifications. 

Commissioner Campbell expressed he preferred lowering it to a 1,000-foot 

radius. 

Commissioner Georgelos indicated that she would like to error on the higher 

end of things and keep the mailing radius at a 1,500-foot radius. 

Chairman Wainwright and Commissioner Covington stated they were in 

support of a 1,000-foot radius. Commissioner Wastchak and Commissioner 

Anton both indicated they agreed. 

Mr. Michaud continued his presentation on mailing radiuses for administrative 

applications. He reviewed suggestions for sign posting date recommendations 

and the reasons behind those recommendations. Mr. Michaud provided 

information concerning sign posting size recommendations and provided some 

examples of what those would look like. He briefly reviewed possible sign 

posting content.  

Commissioner Wastchak asked if the Commission could discuss the posting of 

signs further. He expressed having concerns with how long signs are left out. 

He suggested that having some signs out longer could be beneficial. 

Mr. Michaud responded that if the Commission wanted to encourage earlier 

notification that would be good to state, and that early notification could be 

discussed further at the Council level. 

Mr. Knapp noted that staff was in support of earlier notification and suggested 

the Commission to include support of earlier notification in their motion. 

Commissioner Wastchak stated he would like to include earlier notification, 

specifically an earlier notification on the property, in their recommendation to 

Council. 

Commissioner Campbell, Chairman Wainwright, Commissioner Georgelos, 

Commissioner Anton and Commissioner Covington voiced their support for 

Commissioner Wastchak’s recommendation. 

Commissioner Campbell motioned to forward the noticing recommendations 

included in their packets with the adjustment to the SUP non-administrative 

category to a 1,000-foot radius and encourage Council to additionally require 

signage earlier in the process that is not limited to hearing notifications.

A motion was made by Commissioner Campbell, seconded by Commissioner 
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Wastchak, to recommend forwarding to the Town Council the mailing notice 

radius and property posting as described in Attachment A, Proposed Noticing 

Table. In summary, this includes the following:

1. Lowering the mailing radius for properties outside the Town limits to match

the typical mailing radius for that community (300' Phoenix, 300' Maricopa

County, 750' Scottsdale). The applicant may use the Town’s mailing radius

distance or the neighboring jurisdiction mailing radius for the application type for

properties outside Town limits, whichever is lower. The Community Development

Director may require a modified mailing radius based on the potential impact of

the application request;

2. Maintaining the typical 1,500’ mailing radius for legislative applications due

to the major changes from the existing condition and/or non-residential nature of

most legislative applications. Also, adding a notification policy for annexation;

3. Reducing the mailing radius for most administrative applications approved by

the public body. Specifically, having a 1,000’ mailing radius for Conditional Use

Permits, Minor Special Use Permits, and Non-Administrative Land Modifications

for Special Use Permit-zoned property (e.g. replats, lot splits) due to their

predominant non-residential nature and having a 500’ mailing radius for

residential plat/land modifications;

4. Maintaining the mailing radius for administrative applications approved by

staff at adjoining property owners or no mailing notice depending on the

application type;

5. Specifying when an application requires a site posting that the applicant use

a sign that is 6 square feet in size (2' x 3') at 6’ tall in front yard and along any

other yard with street frontage, not placed in the right-of-way. Requiring a larger

16 square-foot sign (4’ x 4’) for Major and Intermediate Special Use Permit

applications; and

6. Encouraging the Town Council to examine signage earlier in the

application process.

The motion carried by the following vote:

Aye: Chairman Wainwright, Commissioner Covington, Commissioner Georgelos, 
Commissioner Wastchak, Commissioner Campbell, and Commissioner Anton

6 - 

Absent: 1 - Commissioner Lewis
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